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COST CONTROL

Is an Automated Expense-Management Solution Right
for Your Company?
(Quick Code 081510)
According to research by Aberdeen, best-in-class
companies are 57 percent more likely than other
companies to utilize an end-to-end travel and automated
expense management solution. Furthermore, using
these solutions allows the best-in-class to have a 60
percent lower expense-processing cost than all other
organizations, and to achieve a 31 percent higher rate
of compliance with corporate spend policy.
There are a growing number of expense-management
solutions on the market today that allow companies to
automate spending activity with the goal of increasing
control, enhancing visibility, and reducing overall costs.
It behooves controllers to research the various offerings
and consider whether such a solution would aid in cost
control at their companies. Reviews of many current
offerings can be found at http://www.capterra.com/
expense-report-software/.
“The cost savings can be significant,” points out Bill
Vergantino, President and CEO of ExpenseWatch, one
provider of expense-management software. “Paystream
Advisors, in its 2015 Travel and Expense Management
Report, states that the average cost of manually processing
expense reports is $26.60, as compared to the average
cost of $17.31 when some degree of automation is used
and $6.85 for a fully automated expense management
system. Costs for processing invoices and purchase
requisitions/purchase orders are similar.”
“Another huge benefit is time savings,” Vergantino
continues. “An expense management solution enables
them to shave days or weeks off approval and
reimbursement/cycle times, in some cases going from

weeks to hours. A further benefit is the ability to empower
approvers and accounting to be able to manage many
more transactions than a manual system without having
to hire additional staff.”
How Expense-Management Solutions Work
Many solutions on the market enable companies to
automate and control (and ultimately, reduce) spending
by employees who make purchases. The systems can be
set up with the company’s spending policies and rules,
so any out-of-compliance spending is flagged or even
rejected by the system.
“Submitters can create expense reports, purchase
requests, and invoices to route for approvals,” Vergantino
explains. “For expense reports, submitters can build
reports using a mobile app or the online system.
Integrated credit card feeds and booked travel itineraries
can be dropped onto expense reports, automatically
filling in much of the data submitters have to fill in.
Receipts can be attached via the approach the user
prefers, such as a mobile app receipt capture feature or an
integrated faxing service. For invoices, submitters create
an online invoice, add any electronic documentation
such as an image of a paper invoice, and then route it
for approvals.”
The system can be set up with approval workflows;
invoices that have been approved for payment are sent
by the system to the selected payment/reimbursement
solution, such as ACH providers, accounting systems, or
payroll providers, Vergantino explains. “Reports can be
generated to provide finance, managers, and executives
with visibility into spending, no matter where it is in the
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approval process.”
“With an automated system, submitters can’t submit
spending requests that don’t include all of the companyrequired information, plus they can see right away if a
spending request is in policy,” he continues. “Approvers
can see all supporting documentation and whether items
are within company spending policies. Accounting can
see that all approvers have reviewed the spending request
and can quickly make any last-minute adjustments
before scheduling the payment/reimbursement. Further,
executives can see all spending—what’s been approved
as well as what is waiting in the pipeline to be approved or
paid. This visibility enables them to take action on spend
that is in process should the situation dictate.”
Questions to Ask—and Answer
How can a controller gauge whether an expensemanagement solution would benefit his or her
organization? Ask and answer the following questions,
advises Vergantino:

• Are more people spending on behalf of the
organization? “As companies grow and more people
spend money on behalf of the organization, spending
processes can become strained and employees can
become frustrated,” Vergantino points out.

• Are current processes providing the visibility and
control necessary to effectively and efficiently
manage company spending?

• Are paper purchase requisitions, purchase

orders, invoices and expense reports being
mailed or overnighted to approvers and/or the
accounting team? “Also consider whether the
amount of paper being processed is increasing as
the company is growing,” Vergantino suggests.
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approve spending. Or, vendors are complaining because
payments are late,” Vergantino says.
Solving Expense-Management Challenges
For George Kneip, controller at Rombauer Vineyards,
Inc. (St. Helena, CA), the biggest expense-management
challenge is timely submittal and appropriate
documentation associated with expense reports.
“We manage travel and entertainment expenses by
carefully and regularly reviewing our general ledger
accounts,” he points out. “We also implemented a solution
that enables employees at multiple locations to submit
expense reports weekly so reimbursements would be
made on time,” he explains. “The system gives approvers
greater visibility so travel and entertainment expenses
and expense reports can be approved remotely. Expense
report processing is now much more efficient all the way
through the process—for the submitters, approvers, and
for accounts payable.”
Marko Vukosavovic, CFO of the Academy of Management,
a professional association for management and
organization scholars, has used ExpenseWatch to
manage organizational expense reporting spending at
four different companies where he has held the titles
of VP Business Intelligence and Financial Analyst. “Our
two greatest expense-management challenges were
manual processing of expense submission and handling
expense reporting for large numbers of volunteers. Our
organization has a small core staff base located in its
headquarters and large number of various type of officers
and volunteers, including board members, committees,
journal editorial teams, and member divisions volunteers,”
he explains.

• Are employees grumbling or showing signs of
frustration? “If employees who purchase goods,
services, or travel are exasperated by how long it takes
to get approvals or to be reimbursed, it might be an
indication that you need to implement an expensemanagement solution,” Vergantino points out.

“Our manual process for expense submission was labor
intensive, requiring personal interaction of accountants
with expense submitters and their approving managers,”
says Vukosavovic. “With increasing number of employees
and volunteers, manual processes prevented economies
of scale and required adding employees to process
expenses. By introducing an expense management
solution, we were able to automate submission processes
to get appropriate managerial approvals before expense
reports are submitted to the accounting department. This
results in time savings and greater efficiency.”

“Other indications would be if those who approve
spending are annoyed because they lack visibility into
spending on a day-to-day basis, yet they are still being
held accountable for their teams’ spending. Or the
accounting team is irked because it spends way too
much time categorizing and recoding expense reports
or purchase requests, or chasing down employees to

Employees and volunteers submit expenses through the
automated system that are then routed to the approving
managers. Once the managers approve the expenses,
the expense reports are routed to the accountants. “After
accounting approval, expenses are exported into our
accounting system. If expenses get rejected, for example
because of a violation of our T&E policy, the expense

• Do executives have the spending information
they need, readily and quickly available, so they
can stop spend before it happens?
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reports are sent back to the submitters,” Vukosavovic explains.
An automated system helps Vukosavovic’s organization manage expenses by
providing an opportunity to “perform deep-dive analysis on all travel expense
categories, to understand patterns, and to propose appropriate changes to
travel policy,” he points out. “It also helps to improve efficiency—expense
submitters are motivated to submit reports on time so they can get reimbursed
in the shortest possible time.”
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and management approval levels. The goal is to establish the most
effective possible process before you add automation.

• Look for a provider that offers strong support services. Customer
support is critical to ensure that employees are able to use the system
comfortably and effectively.

• Continue to look for ways your organization can streamline and

support successful spending. “For example, if an organization is not
using a corporate credit card, perhaps it might make sense to look into
one,” Vergantino says. “Or if an organization isn’t using ACH for payments,
it may be time to look into that as an option.”

• Make sure your company is ready for this change. “Integrating a system

like this into your organizational process requires change,” Vergantino
adds. “As with any change, there needs to be strong leadership over the
organization’s commitment to change and, ideally, communication around
the value associated to the change. Without leadership, many may resist
change. The trick for success will be to convey value to every individual
playing a role in the spending process—including submitters, approvers,
accounting, accounts payable, and finance leadership.”

• Assign a point person/administrator for the system. “This person needs
to be willing and able to convey or reinforce to their users the enhancements
and important communications as necessary,” Vergantino notes.

• Decide how you want your process to work. “From a process perspective,

the organization will need to make decisions on such matters as how it
wants to categorize spending, what its approval workflows will be, whether
it will define/leverage a budget in concert with approval decisions, and
what its spend policies will be,” Vergantino points out.

• Communicate benefits to employees. “From an organizational culture

perspective, companies find an automated spend management system
improves morale because it improves the entire spending process,”
Vergantino says. “While change is not always easy, letting employees know
up front the benefits the organization hopes to achieve by implementing
an expense-management solution will go a long way toward making the
process a welcome change.”

“In addition, a system like this also helps employees feel like they are a part
of the success of the company, by being able to do their part in managing
company spending,” he adds. “It is empowering and allows employees to
q
spend with confidence.”
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